Due to the virus we are stopping all scouting meetings and activities; instead of stopping
scouting all together, this is a pack that your group can participate in at home to keep the
scouting spirit going, your group can deliver these activities any form you like, these are
activities that will have to be adapted and made their own, during which these will all mark of
badges and will still go toward awards for when we come back to scouting, hope you all
enjoy doing these activities in the best possible way you can, we would like picture video and
diaries to see the wonderful work you guys have done

😁

Below you will find an image of the badges that can be awarded in the Scout section.
Some of the activities that are in this pack will cover some of the criteria for the badges.
Please stay safe while doing these at home and most importantly have fun

Made by Lily Witter - Caludon District Youth commissioner

😁

Activities you can do:
1) Tie 5 knots :
Reef knot, Figure of 8, clove hitch, square lashing, alpine butterfly knot

2) Artist badge:
Choose 3 out of the following:
● Draw a scene from a story/ a person / or landscape
● Collect some of your own work
● Choose your favourite artist and put together something to show why you like them
and what kind of art they do
● Chose a subject and put together a booklet about your chosen subject and explain
why you have chosen this subject and be as creative as you like
● Make a list of major events and exhibitions that there is in the UK , think about the
ones that you have visited or the ones that you want to visit, write what they are and
what they contain and who can attend, write as much information ad you can about
this

3) Astronautics :
Choose 2 of the following.
● Show how craters are formed ( be as creative as you like)
● Make an experiment that shows us the difference on speed of objects
● Compare satellite images with mars and the moon to the satellite images of Earth
● Build your own satellite dish model
● Think about is there life outside of earth ? put this into a poster or a powerpoint
presentation
● Build a paper version of a spacecraft
● Build a rocket out of recyclable products

4) Camper badge (WITH A TWIST )
● Pitch a tent in the back garden if you have access to one if not build one out of any
resources you can find things such as blankets and sheets or even build a den
● Think about when you out and about where would be the best place to set up camp,
● Create a risk assessment you would need to any camp you go on
● Start to plan an ideal camp, think about the food and the activities and where you
would sleep, also think about the weather and the kit list

5) Chef badge :
Choose 3 of the following:
● Plan and design a menu for the weekend for you and your family/ or for a weekend
camp you will attend
● Show how and where to shop for the food you are planning to make, think about the
costs and how much you would have to buy
● Cook and serve one of the meals from the menu with take pictures of the final
product
● Demontraight a way to clean up after you and the safest way in which to do so

6) Communicator badge
Choose 2 of the following:
● Think of as many radio stations there is ( THINK OF OUTSIDE THE BOX )
● Give an example of a greeting message
● Learn the phonetic alphabet and write a sentence using the phonetic alphabet
● Show you can recognize call signs
● Send an email to your scout leader

7) DIY badge :
Choose 3 of the following:
● Think of the safety requirements that is needed when you're creating something
(think about the tools that are needed )
● Think about the Situations you could find yourself in
● Make something from your choice out of any of materials you can find

●
●

Help a family member do some DIYin the home
Create a poster about any information you can on DIY

8)
●
●
●
●

Environmental Conservation :
Find out about an environmental issue
Create your own carbon footprint
Talk about all the Elements
Think of a natural cause that has happened globally and make a poster on the
research

9)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Safety :
Create a poster on the following
Personal safety
Fire safety
Water safety
Camping safety
Hiking safety
Home safety

10) International badge :
● Find out about a Scout group internationally
● Find out about an international event / think about the activities and the food they eat
● Think of a language and learn a simple conversation in that language

11) Media relations and marketing badge :
● Create a poster or a website all about scouting ( Think about if it was to get published
and the level of creating it )
● Find out about s scouting event that got published in the media
● Think of timeline events and how this was shown in the media or a website
● Prepare a display for an event you want to run

12) Orienteer
Choose 3 of the following :
● Learn about a map and all the colours with in one map
● Learn the Key on a map
● 4 digit grid reference
● 6 digit grid reference
● Learn how to get to one point to another

13) Photographer
Choose 4 out of the following :
● Take 12 photos ( negative or normal ) must include a picture of a person or a
landscape
● Make a photo collage and make it as creative as possible
● Produce 6 black and white photos, of anything of your choice
● Make a small movie using the photos you have taken
● Produce a poster advertising something using photos and very little text
● Make instruction how to take a photo and how to put them together

14) Watch 3 of your favourite films and make a review on it
● Design a DvD cover for the film
● Make a poster on the fim
● Make good and bad points on the film
● Recreate the best bit from the movie
15) Create your own board game and play it with a member of the family or friend

●
●
●

Write down the rules
How to play
How to win

●

Design the game and the characters

16) You have £1000 to start a business, I want you to create a pitch to present what the
business is, what you will sell , how much things will be, where it will be what is the
targeted customer is.

17) Try 10 different food in which you don't usually eat write what you like about it and
what you don't like about it

18) Create a scout badge or improve one that already exists, think about the criteria, how
we earn these badges and what is the badge

19) Show a way in which you have kept your scout promise

20)

21) World challenge Badge :
● Learn about the local government
● The local history
● Plan a trip abroad and get all the planning ideas
● Think about other scouts groups in another country
22) Look at a map and learn the key, and the routes then plan a route that you would alk
and plan your breaks( where you would have a break ) think about the distance, and
time it would take

23) Design a perfect gift or product for a family member in which would help them out
around the house:
Think about
● The cost
● The product
● What it would do
● What would it be made out of

24) Design a costume for a play that you know of or create your own play and create the

costumes to go with it

